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Abstract
To obtain a quantitative assessment of the state 

of automatic face recognition, we performed a meta-
analysis of performance results of face recognition 
algorithms in the literature. The analysis was conducted 
on 24 papers that report identifi cation performance on 
frontal facial images and used either the FERET or ORL 
database in their experiments. The analysis shows that 
control scores are predictive of performance of novel 
algorithms at statistically signifi cant levels. The analysis 
identifi ed three methodological areas for improvement in 
automatic face recognition. First, the majority of papers 
report experimental results for face recognition prob-
lems that are already solved. Second, authors do not 
adequately document their experiments. Third, perfor-
mance results for novel or experimental algorithms need 
to be accompanied by control algorithm performance 
scores.

1. Introduction
Meta-analysis is a quantitative method for analyzing 

the results from multiple papers on the same subject 
[28,29]. Meta-analysis can be performed to consolidate 
a group of experimental results or to gain deeper insight 
into methodological techniques in a fi eld. Meta-analysis 
has been used extensively in medicine, psychology, and 
the social sciences.

One type of meta-analysis is a statistical analysis of 
results from multiple papers on a subject from differ-
ent research groups. The goal is to take the results of a 
number of possibly contradictory or inconclusive studies 
and discover what may be collectively said about a 
given fi eld. This analysis can provide conclusive results 
from a series of inconclusive studies or spot trends that 
cannot be detected from a single experiment. Examples 
of this are the effi caciousness of Taxol for breast cancer 
[29], the effectiveness of bilingual education [30], 
and an assessment of human identifi cation studies in 
psychology [31].

A second type of meta-analysis examines a fi eld to 

identify potential methodological problems. Each fi eld 
has its established conventions of conducting and report-
ing research results. It is possible that the established 
conventions have adverse effects on the fi eld or skew 
results. In this paper, we examine the current methods 
for conducting and reporting results for automatic face 
recognition algorithms.

There are two classic studies from medicine that 
illustrate this category of meta-analysis. The fi rst is the 
study by Hedges [32] that showed a bias in meta-analy-
ses in medicine because of their tendency to not include 
unpublished studies. Published studies tend to show 
greater effectiveness of a new drug or medical regime 
than unpublished studies. Thus, meta-analyses that 
excluded unpublished studies would be biased towards 
showing greater effectiveness of a new drug or regime.

The second is the study by Colditz et al. [33] that 
showed a bias in results from non-randomized experi-
ments in medicine. In a prototypical experiment, a test 
subject is assigned to either an experimental regime or 
to a control regime. In a randomized test, subjects are 
randomly placed in either a treatment (experimental) 
group or a control group. Colditz et al. showed that 
non-randomized studies report a higher success rate than 
randomized studies.

Like the two previous examples, our analysis ad-
dresses experimental methodological issues and conven-
tions for face recognition algorithms. By performing a 
meta-analysis, not only can we quantitatively investigate 
the validity of the reported results, we can also report on 
the underlying causes and recommend possible solu-
tions.

While the computer vision community has dis-
cussed some of the results of this analysis at the philo-
sophical level, none have been studied quantitatively. 
There is a quip in the face recognition community that 
researchers always report algorithm performance of 95% 
and higher (correct identifi cation). At the same time, 
independent evaluations performed by FERET [2, 3] and 
the Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) 2000 [35] 
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show such performance for only one case: images taken 
on the same day under the same lighting conditions.

In this paper, we will address the importance of 
choosing the correct evaluation methodology for con-
ducting experiments; the role of a control (or baseline) 
algorithm in experiments; and the need to document 
experimental parameters, design decisions, and perfor-
mance results.

Automatic face recognition is amenable to meta-
analysis for a number of reasons. The fi rst is that this has 
been a very active area of research for the last decade, 
and so there is a sizeable amount of accumulated work 
in the area. Second, there exists an accepted quantitative 
performance measure—probability of identifi cation. 
Third, there exist databases of facial images that are 
available to researchers and are used to report results in 
the literature. Fourth, there exist independent measures 
of performance, the FERET evaluations for example. 
Fifth, there exists a generally accepted control algorithm 
that is easily implemented—principal component analy-
sis (PCA)-based algorithms (also known as eigenfaces) 
[34].

2. Methodology for Selecting Papers
We selected papers for this study that ran experi-

ments using either the FERET or ORL databases and 
reported identifi cation performance results for full 
frontal facial images.

We searched major computer vision and face recog-
nition conference proceedings, journals, edited books, 
and the IEEEXplore journal and conference archive, 
which produced 47 papers. We then removed papers that 
had similar experimental results from the same research 
group. The sorting process produced 24 papers for 
further analysis. A list of these papers is in the reference 
section [4-27]. Some papers reported results for more 
than one algorithm, and some reported results on more 
than one data set. This produced 68 performance scores 
that we used in our analysis.

3. Selected Statistics
Each of the papers selected presented a new face 

recognition algorithm, which we will refer to as an 
experimental algorithm. To analyze the experimental re-
sults for these algorithms, it was necessary to extract the 
following experimental parameters for each experiment 
and algorithm in our fi nal set of papers (descriptions of 
each of these parameters follow the list):
 1. Identifi cation performance score
 2. How scores were reported (in the text, in a table, 

or interpreted from a graph)
 3. For graphical data, an estimate of the error intro-

duced by reading the score from the graph

 4. Are the gallery and training sets the same?
 5. Number of training images
 6. Number of people in the training set
 7. Number of Gallery Images
 8. Number of people in the gallery set
 9. Number of probe images
 10. Number of people in the probe set

We restricted our analysis to identifi cation per-
formance scores that reported the fraction of probes 
that were correctly identifi ed. In each face recognition 
experiment, there are three sets of images: training, 
gallery, and probe. The training set is used to generate a 
face representation and to tune algorithm parameters. A 
gallery is a set of images of known individuals, against 
which an algorithm attempts to perform recognition. 
A probe is an image of an unknown individual that an 
algorithm attempts to recognize. (A probe set is a set of 
probes.) The identifi cation score was selected because 
it is the performance measure of choice for the vast 
majority of papers in face recognition (item 1 from the 
list). Papers reported either accuracy or error rates. For 
our analysis, accuracy rates were converted to error rates 
(by subtracting them out of 1). Some papers reported ad-
ditional scores, which we did not include in our analysis.

Performance scores were reported: numerically 
in the text or in a table and/or graphically (item 2). 
Numeric scores were selected over scores reported in a 
graph. If only a graph was available, performance scores 
were interpreted from the graph (as was the error, item 
3).

From each paper, we attempted to obtain the total 
number of images and the number of different individu-
als in each of the training (items 5 and 6, respectively), 
gallery (items 7 and 8, respectively), and probe (items 
9 and 10, respectively) sets. Few papers report all of 
this information. Some papers report training or gallery 
information but do not clearly report if the training and 
gallery sets are the same (item 4). Item four is a record 
of whether the training and gallery sets are the same or if 
the relationship is unclear in the paper.

If the authors reported performance for a number 
of variations for an algorithm, we choose the variation 
with the best overall performance. For the consolidated 
ORL algorithms, we selected the performance score that 
corresponded to the de facto ORL evaluation protocol.

A number of papers reported performance scores 
for additional algorithms that served as controls. If 
there was only one control algorithm, we refer to this 
as the control algorithm for the experiment. In this 
case, the control algorithm was usually a correlation- or 
PCA-based face recognition algorithm. If there were 
multiple control algorithms, we selected the variation of 
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a PCA-based algorithm with the best performance as the 
control algorithm.

4. Analysis of Performance Scores
 4.1 Viewing the Data Through Histograms

We fi rst looked at the distribution of the identifi ca-
tion error rates across all experiments and algorithms 
(experimental and control algorithms). Of all of the error 
rates in this analysis, 56% (38 out of 68) have an error 
rate below 0.10.

Next we restricted our attention to the experimental 
and control algorithms according to the exclusion crite-
ria described at the end of the previous section (Selected 
Statistics). This yielded 40 experimental algorithms, 33 
of which have corresponding control algorithms. There 
are fewer control algorithms because seven studies did 
not use a control. Some control algorithms correspond 
to more than one experimental algorithm (e.g., the ORL 
series has one control algorithm for 10 experimental 
algorithms).

Figure 1 shows a histogram of error rates for 
experimental algorithms in black and control algorithms 
in white. To illustrate the infl uence of a control score, 
we counted them each time a score served as a control 
(for a total of 33 controls). For example, for the ORL 
experiments, we counted the control algorithm 10 times. 
Figure 1 shows that 29 of the 40 (73%) experimental 
algorithms report error rates of 0.10 or less.

We examined the seven experimental algorithms 
that do not have a control score. The error rates for 
these algorithms are: 0.008, 0.01, 0.02, 0.034, 0.045, 
0.046, and 0.28. Their median is 0.034. These scores (1) 
show 6 out of 7 experiments have an error rate less than 
0.05, (2) contain the best error rate (0.008) for all 40 

experimental algorithms in this analysis, and (3) account 
for one third of the experimental algorithms with error 
rates below 0.05. Clearly, the results from experimental 
algorithms without a supporting control algorithm are 
highly biased.

Next we looked at was the consolidated ORL 
algorithms, which used the same data set and control 
algorithm. The error rate for the ORL control algorithm 
(PCA) [8] is 0.105. The error rate range for the experi-
mental algorithms is between 0.029 and 0.13, with 7 out 
of 10 performance scores equal to or less than 0.05. This 
indicates that performance has been saturated using this 
data set, and the data set does not defi ne a suffi ciently 
challenging problem for automatic face recognition.

 4.2 Diffi culty of the Experiment
In this paper, we have taken an operational defi ni-

tion of the diffi culty of a problem: how well does an 
algorithm or a collection of algorithms perform on a 
set of images. To establish an initial measure of the 
diffi culty of a problem, we use the results from the 
September 1996 FERET evaluation [2]. Results are 
reported for independently implemented algorithms. 
The control algorithm was a PCA-based algorithm that 
used the L1 metric in the nearest neighbor classifi er. The 
FERET evaluation reports performance for a number of 
classes of problems. The two most relevant classes for 
this analysis are FB and dup I probe categories. In the 
FB probe category, algorithms are asked to recognize 
facial images when the gallery and probe images are 
taken within fi ve minutes of one another under the same 
lighting conditions. In the dup I probe category, algo-
rithms are asked to recognize faces when the gallery and 
probe image of a person are taken on different days or 
under different conditions on the same day.

As shown in the FERET evaluations, the FB probe 
category represents the easiest possible problem in face 
recognition and provides an empirical upper bound on 
the current state of automatic face recognition perfor-
mance. It does not represent an interesting problem. In 
the September 1996 FERET evaluations, the error rates 
for FB probes ranged from 0.05 to 0.23. The scores are 
from a gallery of 1196 individuals, with one image per 
person [2]. The control algorithm error rate was 0.21, 
and the three best algorithms had error rates of 0.05. The 
ease of this category of problems has been known since 
the fi rst and second FERET evaluations were adminis-
tered in August 1994 and March 1995 [3].

The dup I category represents a very interesting and 
practical problem, identifying faces when the gallery 
and probe images are taken on different days. In the 
September 1996 FERET evaluation, the error rates 
ranged from 0.41 to 0.69, and the control algorithm error 

Figure 1. Histogram of Error Rates for Experimental 
and Control Algorithms.
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rate was 0.59. Performance was computed on the same 
gallery as the FB probe set.

The FERET evaluations allow for a division of fron-
tal face recognition into two problem classes. An “easy” 
problem is equivalent to gallery and probe images being 
taken on the same day; a challenging problem is equiva-
lent to gallery and probe set taken on different days. We 
propose that a problem be classifi ed as either easy if the 
control algorithm error rate is below 0.20 or challenging 
if the control error rate is above 0.20. An “easy” problem 
is equivalent to gallery and probe images being taken 
on the same day; a challenging problem is equivalent to 
gallery and probe set taken on different days. The choice 
of 0.20 is based on analysis in this paper and additional 
analysis (but space constraints prohibit inclusion), as 
well as experience with face recognition. Better methods 
for categorizing face recognition problems will follow as 
progress is made in understanding what factors affect the 
diffi culty of face recognition problems.

 4.3 Evaluation of Experiments with a Control
Next, we examined the relationship between the 

control and the experimental scores from our literature 
search. There are 33 experimental algorithms with a 
control score, and 24 out of the 33 (73%) control scores 
have an error rate less than 0.20. Of these 24 algorithms, 
21 of the experimental algorithms have an error rate of 
less than 0.10. The median performance score for the 
nine experimental algorithms with control scores greater 
than 0.20 is 0.31. The median performance score for the 
24 experimental algorithms with control scores less than 
0.20 is 0.05. The median performance score for the 21 
experimental algorithms with control scores less than 
0.10 is 0.041.

Table 1 shows median error rates for all scores, 
experimental scores with controls less than 0.20, and 
experimental scores less than 0.10 and with controls less 
than 0.20, each along with the percentage of experimen-
tal algorithms that is represented in each group.

Table 1. Median Scores for Different Sets
of Experimental Scores.

No. of Images
(%)

Median
Error Rate

All experimental 
algorithms

33 (100%) 0.07

Experimental. score 
with control  ≤0.20

24 (73%) 0.05

Control ≤0.20 and 
experimental. ≤0.10 

21 (64%) 0.041

Figure 2 is a scatter plot of the 33 experimental 
scores that had corresponding control scores. The x-axis 
is the experimental score, and the y-axis is the cor-
responding control score. A best-fi t line for the data is 
shown in fi gure 2 as well. We computed the correlation 
coeffi cient value r for the 33 scores. The correlation 
value r is 0.932, which has a signifi cance level greater 

than the 0.01. This shows strong correlation between the 
33 pairs of control and experimental scores. Then we di-
vided the pairs of scores into two groups and examined 
the relationship between experimental and control scores 
for pairs with control scores above 0.20 and below 
0.20. Figure 3 is a scatter plot of the nine experimental 
algorithms with control scores above 0.20. The correla-
tion coeffi cient r is 0.953, which has a signifi cance level 
greater than the 0.01. This shows that the control scores 
are predictive of the experimental error rates when the 
control scores are greater than 0.20. The correlation 

Figure 2. Best Curve Fit for Scatter Plot of 
 Experimental vs. Control Error Rates for 

33 Pairs of Scores.

Figure 3. Best Curve Fit for Scatter Plot of 
 Experimental vs. Control Error Rates for

Experimental Scores with Controls Greater than 0.20.
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coeffi cient for algorithms with control scores less than 
0.20 was 0.283. Two possible explanations for the scores 
not being correlated are that performance is saturated 
or that for low error rates PCA-based algorithms are 
not appropriate control algorithms. The results of this 
analysis are summarized in table 2.

By comparing the relative performance of the 
control and experimental algorithms from the experi-
ments in the meta-analysis paper suite and the FERET 
results, it can be seen that the majority of experiments in 
face recognition papers have concentrated on a relatively 
easy task. By reporting performance on data sets that 
saturate performance levels, it is hard to demonstrate 
signifi cant breakthroughs in automatic face recognition, 
what is referred to as “diagnosticity” in behavioral deci-
sion research [37].

5. Conclusions
In this meta-analysis, we have identifi ed areas of 

methodological problems in the manner face recognition 
experiments are performed and presented.

We have shown that there is strong correlation 
between the performances of control and experimental 
algorithms’ scores, and therefore control scores are 
predictive of experimental algorithm performance. 
This strong correlation raises three questions for future 
investigations. First, why is improvement in perfor-
mance of experimental algorithms only incremental over 
the control scores? Second, could one detect break-
throughs in face recognition through performance of an 
experimental algorithm that is not predicted by a control 
score? Third, because of the strong correlation, are all 
the algorithms using essentially the same information to 
perform recognition?

The majority of experiments in face recognition 
have concentrated on problems that have already been 
solved. These results have experimental error rates less 
than 0.10 and control algorithm error rates less than 
0.20. As a result, experimental algorithm performance 
levels have been saturated, making robust comparisons 
between various algorithms impossible.

Based on the results of this analysis, we recommend 
that researchers concentrate on face recognition prob-
lems that are harder, as defi ned by the image sets in the 
experiments and the performance by a control algorithm. 
Researchers should use a standard control algorithm 
(such as PCA) on their test image set to determine its 
diffi culty level and avoid easy tests for algorithms for 
which solutions already exist.

One reason that researchers report very low error 
rates is to convince other researchers that their algorithm 
performs well and thus makes a scientifi c contribution 
to automatic face recognition. When available, indepen-
dent evaluations are gold standards for establishing the 
performance of a new face recognition algorithm. In the 
absence of an independent evaluation, the performance 
of control algorithms can serve as a yardstick for mea-
suring the contribution of a new algorithm, as demon-
strated in this paper by experimental performance scores 
that have corresponding control scores that fall above 
and below 0.20. The best control algorithm would be a 
standard implementation of a face recognition algorithm 
that is readily available to all researchers.

To establish a sound foundation for the incorpora-
tion of standard control algorithms into an experimental 
method, it is necessary to establish accompanying stan-
dard evaluation protocols and image sets. This allows 
researchers to assess performance of new algorithms 
using established methodologies. This idea is similar 
to that pursued by the ORL sequence of experiments. 
What is suggested here would represent an improvement 
over ORL because (1) algorithms would be evaluated on 
a harder face recognition problem, and (2) the perfor-
mance scores would be generated from exactly the same 
partition of a data set, not on similar partitions.

The second major problem area is how authors 
describe the experiments and present the results. Only 
twelve out of the 24 papers in this study provided 
complete documentation. More attention needs to be 
paid to the details of the experimental design and careful 
reporting of results by authors, reviewers, and editors. 
Attention to these details will make for papers that 

All Algorithms
with a Control

Algorithms with 
Control Error
Rates >0.20

Algorithms with 
Control Error
Rates <0.20

Figure
Number

Number of experimental algorithms 33 9 24 2

Correlation value r 0.932 0.953 0.283 3

Level of signifi cance <0.01 <0.01 Not signifi cant N/A

Table 2. Correlations Between Experimental and Control Error Rates.
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are more readable and will allow researchers to fully 
evaluate the contribution of a new algorithm (includ-
ing performing meta-analysis) as well as independent 
replication of published performance results.

The face recognition and computer vision com-
munities need to establish documentation standards for 
experiments. As a starting point for such a discussion, 
we recommend that each paper should report the follow-
ing:
 • Which database was used for the experiment as 
well as information about the database if it is one that 
the authors created;
 — performance percentages for at least the top 
rank (one) score in addition other scores the authors 
want to highlight the authors’ experimental algorithm,
 — any variations of the experimental algorithm,
 — PCA or eigenface as a current control algo-
rithm, and
 — any other control algorithm that the authors’ 
chose to implement.
 • The total number of images and the total number 
of subjects (or classes) for each of the following data 
sets:
 — the probe set,
 — training set, and
 — gallery set. If the gallery and training sets are 
not the same, state how they differ.
 • What pose (frontal, profi le, etc.) was tested in the 
experiment in the gallery versus probe image sets.

Correcting the methodological issues raised in this 
paper will help put the development and analysis of au-
tomatic face recognition algorithms on a solid scientifi c 
basis and improve the quality of discourse in the fi eld. 
This will also serve as an example for other areas of 
computer vision.
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